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Name: ADDINGTON PALACE

County: Greater London Authority

District: Croydon (London Borough)

Parish: Non Civil Parish

label.localisation: Latitude: 51.363334

Longitude: -0.039126984

National Grid Reference: TQ3661164521

Map: Download a full scale map (PDF)

label.localisation: [51.3611924241619,-0.044786790999559], [51.3611588542425,-0.044839070579026],

[51.3609610276284,-0.045147135002247], [51.3608842805891,-0.045505919311488],

[51.3609806827982,-0.045893961713729], [51.3610908819047,-0.046219651827691],

[51.3611725546618,-0.046344737519691], [51.3612062409648,-0.046396452364235],

[51.361091192093,-0.046642669241668], [51.3610855543596,-0.046655118815918],

[51.3610428013196,-0.046733787060951], [51.3609126348829,-0.046774517417491],

[51.3608852980145,-0.046779989700426], [51.3608682835959,-0.046784304616446],

[51.3608332962769,-0.046789384143124], [51.3608220751814,-0.046790579731503],

[51.3608023169583,-0.046792138509877], [51.3607780535427,-0.046793170734973],

[51.3607537661926,-0.046792767550745], [51.3607411851622,-0.046793302777652],

[51.3607285682301,-0.046791684893568], [51.3607258603278,-0.046791081881563],

[51.3607145913633,-0.046789406652727], [51.3607028730762,-0.046787750539906],

[51.3606915921443,-0.046785357609605], [51.3606798618899,-0.046782983795748],

[51.3606699169582,-0.046779815819124], [51.3606550055441,-0.046775422707836],

[51.3606400821625,-0.046770311897135], [51.3606251348461,-0.04676376568583],

[51.360616525914,-0.046759822668646], [51.3605711867691,-0.046737332378276],

[51.3605625658686,-0.04673267166953], [51.3605534836779,-0.046727312377462],

[51.3605448508094,-0.046721933971658], [51.3605357805859,-0.046717292384162],

[51.3605339593606,-0.046715933446623], [51.3605180415899,-0.046705119297846],

[51.3605098221397,-0.04669756868399], [51.360502087915,-0.046692152056589],

[51.3604957016575,-0.046686678082601], [51.3604883808512,-0.046679089243277],

[51.3604728405921,-0.046663949804466], [51.3604655197844,-0.046656360972486],

[51.3604627640094,-0.046652887174217], [51.3604581989762,-0.046648772142907],

[51.3604563777501,-0.04664741321031], [51.3604522381031,-0.046641843665306],

[51.3604485597464,-0.04663697270379], [51.3604449053258,-0.04663353714116],

[51.3604407656782,-0.046627967598776], [51.3604365462793,-0.046622361230824],

[51.3604358270946,-0.046621405011052], [51.3605218028957,-0.046340726542351],

[51.3606002368421,-0.045999355974197], [51.360643253286,-0.045741367937315],

[51.3606574995226,-0.045536157410339], [51.3606617640657,-0.04533519259857],
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[51.3606443831372,-0.04509255655924], [51.3606198103406,-0.044887809510164],

[51.3605443062296,-0.044910850215936], [51.3604767616165,-0.044931463355701],

[51.3602775320072,-0.044983039356306], [51.3602738416048,-0.044977450852129],

[51.3602474756092,-0.044933326614466], [51.3602220321992,-0.044890599550095],

[51.3602058387523,-0.04486327913481], [51.3596386689097,-0.04393725782172],

[51.359503888574,-0.043593957668138], [51.3593249287926,-0.043136195375025],

[51.3592231651173,-0.043019876696898], [51.3591988235045,-0.042989313873009],

[51.3591891599351,-0.042976080173196], [51.3590824401601,-0.042751527164245],

[51.3589976176139,-0.042572723735598], [51.3589993789216,-0.042570494090102],

[51.3589383774584,-0.042471830595662], [51.3589023469111,-0.042414475586816],

[51.3588385894196,-0.042312339094368], [51.3587631604885,-0.042157555051735],

[51.3588047599118,-0.042063853812721], [51.3587135335347,-0.041959298507946],

[51.3587187694366,-0.041949738863376], [51.3587255217481,-0.041935081531444],

[51.3586954516033,-0.041899742377181], [51.3586555928389,-0.041855478626026],

[51.3586833416319,-0.041793968014742], [51.3586691127321,-0.041776620329301],

[51.358647550716,-0.04175096723719], [51.3586126944215,-0.041710081204213],

[51.3585810673499,-0.041674084760198], [51.3585853685911,-0.041662410436081],

[51.3585739195888,-0.041649971517001], [51.3585595040653,-0.04159456837928],

[51.3585571134743,-0.041586052193787], [51.3585551482064,-0.041576081509772],

[51.3585541295756,-0.041568943166127], [51.3585539375935,-0.04155746048909],

[51.3585546442529,-0.041545939482001], [51.3585566988749,-0.041534360978997],

[51.3585575495213,-0.04153145197915], [51.3585605507809,-0.041522705813704],

[51.3585649240021,-0.041515337485865], [51.3585684465771,-0.041510878157614],

[51.3585733171157,-0.041506361332214], [51.3585693745661,-0.04148570229772],

[51.3584440205147,-0.041276314180773], [51.3584359193159,-0.041222078296978],

[51.3584689170632,-0.041205588868437], [51.3588204350366,-0.041042474588173],

[51.3588950993894,-0.041026692086431], [51.3589740154513,-0.041029616412425],

[51.359077145234,-0.041065104460627], [51.3591518031533,-0.041103410383226],

[51.3591813571944,-0.041118574471115], [51.3592643895035,-0.040966968455665],

[51.3593036281107,-0.040893475165913], [51.3593664577983,-0.040778756360422],

[51.3594877316622,-0.040555968697444], [51.3596771059832,-0.040211052539251],

[51.3598213670369,-0.039857286484911], [51.3598829400871,-0.039963106002874],

[51.3601057641661,-0.040031877779501], [51.360239263438,-0.039948612627134],

[51.360394132887,-0.040201992408464], [51.3604431657412,-0.040283929841913],

[51.3604515056622,-0.040298656249608], [51.3604650042327,-0.040326090239332],

[51.3605139478679,-0.040429578033195], [51.3605223478012,-0.040447892978186],

[51.3606583995848,-0.040732243919067], [51.3600136275403,-0.040679320019303],

[51.3597794590739,-0.040873171761698], [51.3597462401269,-0.040903317124266],

[51.3595524771014,-0.041201017295531], [51.359545308717,-0.041212029962226],

[51.359604542633,-0.041299793019988], [51.3596555559921,-0.04139023680722],

[51.359736067048,-0.041558747446642], [51.3597386789813,-0.041553608651244],
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[51.3597626423454,-0.04153463154137], [51.3597653022747,-0.041532363486547],

[51.3597701848113,-0.041528564228487], [51.3597754926702,-0.041523310430726],

[51.3597808245277,-0.041519492004657], [51.3597857190631,-0.041516410430436],

[51.3598111263799,-0.041503117277413], [51.3598471974071,-0.041482187238032],

[51.3598520919414,-0.041479105655237], [51.3598663742214,-0.041472750820651],

[51.3598802071799,-0.041466415148779], [51.3598860123557,-0.04146401291647],

[51.3598962867436,-0.041459983638791], [51.3599056744888,-0.041456710381418],

[51.3599164101973,-0.041453379621879], [51.3599266965845,-0.041450068027666],

[51.35993655765,-0.041448210976672], [51.3599473173578,-0.041446315590797],

[51.3600516851849,-0.04142247201566], [51.3601338989507,-0.041418246696507],

[51.3603610594611,-0.041477504191965], [51.3604353721044,-0.041511681026378],

[51.3605142259465,-0.041548537095908], [51.360584009361,-0.041580752717144],

[51.3605999155868,-0.041590847391622], [51.3606162591338,-0.041600205207471],

[51.3606299067533,-0.041609678025137], [51.3606435303743,-0.041617715448369],

[51.3606626058426,-0.041629111388761], [51.3606803453452,-0.041641282535908],

[51.3606821546285,-0.041641923574096], [51.3607245174299,-0.041674590832004],

[51.3608881033775,-0.041804074184576], [51.3609429871402,-0.04183261662254],

[51.3610142329967,-0.041898526810624], [51.3609104517327,-0.042199576199383],

[51.3609801582073,-0.042657699029665], [51.3609902479338,-0.042723344851524],

[51.3611054495528,-0.043374885697024], [51.3611056653398,-0.043387804440436],

[51.3611090805489,-0.043430752029393], [51.3611157492933,-0.04353389137175],

[51.3611230590539,-0.043648494933779], [51.3611331426833,-0.043794581986444],

[51.361140002868,-0.043909204784026], [51.3611489598323,-0.044041693771514],

[51.3611590789228,-0.044189934133675], [51.3611672208038,-0.044327485484343],

[51.361175027039,-0.044444941021703], [51.3611847562027,-0.044596789256384],

[51.3611854930609,-0.044613995153095], [51.3611957671655,-0.044771566008549],

[51.3611924241619,-0.044786790999559]

label.overview: Heritage Category: Park and Garden

Grade: II

List Entry Number: 1000790

Date first listed: 01-Oct-1987

Details

Remains of an C18 park surrounding an C18 mansion. The grounds were landscaped by Lancelot Brown, and later, in the C19,

the property became the summer home of the archbishops of Canterbury.

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

Originally part of the manor of Addington with records dating back to the Saxon period, the property was recorded in the

Domesday Survey of 1086 and was later (1509-47) owned by Henry VIII and used as a hunting park. Between 1544 and 1768

the manor was owned by the Leigh family until it was purchased by Alderman Barlow Trecothick in 1768. Construction of a
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new house started in 1772 but was not completed until 1780, five years after the death of Barlow Trecothick. In 1781 Barlow's

nephew, James Ivers Trecothick, commissioned Lancelot Brown (1716-83) to design a parkland setting for the new house.

Details of Brown's work are unclear but A P Driver's plan of 1802 is thought to give an idea of the scope of Brown's work.

Driver's plan does not include individual details of the many parkland trees, but instead describes areas as 'Parkland with trees'.

In 1807 the site was purchased by the Church of England and the name of the house was changed from Addington Place to

Addington Palace in keeping with its new status as a summer residence for the archbishop of Canterbury. Under the influence

of successive archbishops the layout of the grounds underwent further development and refinement and by 1829 a terrace

garden to the east of the house had been created (Loudon 1829) and a Rhododendron Walk from a Swiss Lodge to the north

(Shorrucks nd).

In 1898 the Church of England sold the house and land to Frederick Alexander English who extended the house, and also the

gardens to the east of the house. After the death of English in 1909 the estate was spilt up, part being sold to the Addington Golf

Club and part to a group of businessmen who formed the Addington Palace Golf Club. The remainder was sold for residential

development. In 1930 an area to the south, now known as Addington Park, was sold to Croydon Corporation to be used as

a public park.

It is evident from the 1934 edition of the OS 6" map that many trees were removed during construction of the golf courses, and

housing had by then started to encroach into the park. In 1951 the freehold of the mansion and the Addington Palace Golf Club

was sold to the Corporation of Croydon and between 1951 and 1996 the mansion was leased to the Royal School of Church

Music. The site is currently (2001) leased to a private company who are developing the house and grounds for greater public use.

DESCRIPTION

LOCATION, AREA, BOUNDARIES, LANDFORM, SETTING Addington Palace lies to the south-east of the London

Borough of Croydon, between the settlements of Addington, Shirley, and Forestdale. The mid C20 development of New

Addington lies to the east, separated from the site by the A 2022, Kent Gate Way and agricultural land.

The 120ha site is bounded on the north-east by Shirley Church Road, on the south-east by Kent Gate Way, on the south-west

by Gravel Hill, and on the north by the private road, Birch Hill, some playing fields, and Pinewood Close. Bishops Walk with

its prestigious residential developments enters the site off Shirley Oaks Road to the west.

The ground at Addington Palace is undulating and slopes down generally from the north-west to the south-east, forming part of a

dry valley with a ridge of high ground c 400m to the north of the Palace. The view to the east is marred by the high-rise buildings

of New Addington. The vegetation to the north is typical of Surrey heathland whereas to the south parkland trees thrive.

ENTRANCES AND APPROACHES The main entrance to the site (1998) is off Gravel Hill, 300m to the south of the mansion,

past the C19 Stable Lodge (Plantation Lodge on 1842 Addington Manor Tithe map) and the stables (first shown on the

Addington Tithe map, 1837), now the offices of Addington Palace Golf Club. The drive, which terminates at the forecourt of

the mansion, was, before the storms of 1987 and 1990, lined with mature trees; some replanting has been undertaken since.

This entrance replaces others shown on Driver's map, including the drive from the west along Bishops Walk which is now a

private road and the demolished C19 lodge, and one from the east where the access from Spout Hill is marked by the Lion

Lodges (C18, listed grade II) built, like the house, by Robert Mylne. A spur from this drive was later (C19) directed through

the walled garden as a short cut to the neighbouring parish church. Driver also shows a third track which runs from the south-

east boundary (Kent Gate Way) to link up with the Lion Lodges drive to the north-east of the mansion. A fourth entrance, the

South Drive, which entered the grounds to the north-east of the junction of Gravel Hill and Kent Gate Way and was first shown

on the 1837 Tithe map, most probably dates from 1828 when the South Lodge was built by Archbishop Howley. The latter two

drives survive as distinctive linear features now grassed over.

PRINCIPAL BUILDING The construction of Addington Palace (listed grade II*), or Addington Place as it was originally

called, was started in 1772 when Barlow Trecothick commissioned the London-based architect Robert Mylne to design a new

house on a site some distance to the south-west of the earlier house. A chapel, library, and other apartments were added by

Henry Harrison in 1829-30 and the building was further extended by Norman Shaw for Frederick English, the owner between

1889 and 1909. The Royal School of Church Music leased the mansion from Croydon Council between 1951 and 1996.
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GARDENS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS The area of the pleasure grounds to the east of the mansion was created under the

direction of successive archbishops of Canterbury and replaced part of the C18 parkland shown on Driver's plan of 1802 and

illustrated in the Balwin and Hogg engravings of 1762. The extent and layout of the pleasure grounds are shown in some detail

on the OS 1st edition 25" map (1867). The pleasure grounds occupy a relatively level rectangular grassed terrace which can be

approached from inside the mansion or through a small iron gate in the C19 boundary wall, 40m to the south of the mansion.

The terrace is bounded to the west by the mansion, the tall C18 garden wall, and the C19 wall added when the pleasure grounds

were made. A belt of trees, scrub, and shrubs to the south screen the pleasure grounds from the drive and the stables. To the east

the terrace is contained by a low C19 brick wall (Tithe map, 1842) 120m long and rendered to give the impression of stone. It is

capped with stone and the piers of a centrally placed opening (post 1868 OS) are topped with artificial stone urns. The recessed

seat shown on the OS map of 1867 does not survive but debris strewn on the east side of the terrace wall may be remnants of

the structure. To the north the boundary of the terrace is marked by a pronounced bank and a grassed-over path. A photograph

in the 1911 sale catalogue shows that the bank was surmounted with iron railings. At the junction of the bank and the terrace

wall there is a narrow flight of five steps down into the park; the piers at the top of the steps no longer support the urns recorded

in 1911 (sale catalogue). The terrace is dominated by a huge cedar of Lebanon which is thought to be one of the specimen trees

associated with the period of Lancelot Brown's involvement at Addington Place. The lower branches of the cedar today (1998)

spread across most of the width of the terrace and are propped up with wooden stakes.

The paths shown on the 1st and 2nd editions of the OS map do not survive but the route from the gate in the west wall around

the east side of the grass to steps in the north-east corner can be traced as a depression in the ground and the overgrown yews to

the south are probably remnants of hedges of that period. Beyond the northern boundary of the terrace the ground slopes down

to the north and 40m to the north of the bank, on the site marked 'fountain' on the OS 1st edition map, is a refurbished fountain.

Beyond the fountain the ground rises to the north where the twelfth hole of the Addington Palace Golf Course encroaches on

the remains of the roughly circular C19 arboretum arranged around the shallow valley.

PARK The parkland is now occupied (1998) by two golf courses, the Addington Palace Golf Club and Addington Golf Club,

and Addington Park, a public open space used for sports and recreational activities.

Addington Park forms a roughly rectangular area (c 12ha) of mown grassland south-east of the mansion. Along the south-east

boundary is the A2022 and to the north-west the ground rises towards the mansion and gardens. To the north-east the park

bounds Addington village. Besides the remains of Brown's boundary planting along Gravel Hill and the A2022, a number of

mature parkland trees survive, including two large, free-standing beech trees in the southern part of the park, thought to be late

C18, and the remains of a circular clump of horse chestnuts first shown on the 1898 edition of the OS map. The two extinct

drives mentioned above survive only as earthwork features now grassed over, but the south lodge survives.

The boundary between Addington Park and Addington Palace Golf Club is marked by a line of trees, some of which appear on

the OS map of 1867, and scrub; views to the mansion from the east are restricted.

The effect on the parkland of the golf courses can be seen by reference to the 1934 edition of the OS map; it is evident from this

that many trees, including much of the C19 arboretum to the north of the mansion, were removed to accommodate the courses.

Much of the centre of the park was lost when plots of land were sold for low-density housing development c 1930. At the same

time the south drive was abandoned and the principal access to Addington Palace and the Addington Palace Golf Club became

the entrance off Gravel Hill directly to the south of the Palace.

The 107ha now managed by the two golf clubs is described on Driver's plan as parkland with trees, heath, and wood; few

individual trees are shown except for the geometric plantings either side of the Lion Lodges drive to the east. Although many

of the bunkers and tees are intrusive the site retains its parkland aspect with clumps of mature trees; Primrose Hill, which is

shown on Driver's plan, still remains as a focal point to the north-west from the mansion.

To the extreme north of the site an entrance marked by the C19 Swiss Lodge leads past Swan Pond. The path leads through a

now (1998) overgrown collection of rhododendrons planted by Archbishop Howley, who is thought to have relandscaped the

whole of the northern area in the mid C19. The overgrown remains of the Pinetum, planted to the north-east of the estate by

Archbishop Manners Sutton in 1809, hides the monument he erected to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of George III.
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From a high point to the north of the site are fine views south back to the mansion and the surrounding countryside.

KITCHEN GARDEN The site of the walled kitchen garden, 0.5km to the north-east of the mansion, was used for residential

development c 1970 and is not included in the area here registered.
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Legal

This garden or other land is registered under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of

Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for its special historic interest.


